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Unit 1
WHAT IS LAW?

Lead-in

1. The word law has many meanings, and this word is used var-
iously in different fields. For example, physical science has
its law of gravity, and economics has the law of supply and
demand. Do these laws have precise definitions? Is the same
precision possible in jurisprudence — the scientific study of law?

2. Over the years, legal scholars have offered dozens of defini-
tions of law, but none of them is universally accepted as
absolutely definitive. How can this difficulty in defining law
be explained?

Part I
Introduction to Law

Read the text and tick the issues it addresses.

1. The separation of powers
2. Social morality, rules and laws
3. Common sense and law
4. Public and civil laws
5. The concept of justice
6. Descriptive and prescriptive laws
7. System of courts and police

The English word law refers to limits upon various forms of
behaviour. Some laws are descriptive: they simply describe how
people, or even natural phenomena, usually behave. An exam-
ple is rather consistent law of gravity; another is the less con-
sistent law of economics. Other laws are prescriptive — they
prescribe how people ought to behave. For example, the speed
limits imposed upon drivers are laws that prescribe how fast we
should drive. They rarely describe how fast we actually do drive,
of course.



In all societies, relations between people are regulated by
prescriptive laws. Some of them are customs — that is, informal
rules of social and moral behaviour. Some are rules we accept if we
belong to particular social institutions, such as religious, educa-
tional and cultural groups. And some are precise laws made by
nations and enforced against all citizens within their power.

What motives do governments have in making and enforcing
laws? Social control is undoubtedly one purpose. Public laws
establish the authority of the government itself, and civil laws
provide a framework for interaction among citizens. With out
laws, it is argued, there would be anarchy in society (although
anarchists themselves argue that human beings would be able
to interact peacefully without laws if there were no govern-
ments to interfere in our lives).

Another purpose is the implementation of justice. Justice is
a concept that most people feel is very important but few are able
to define. Sometimes a just decision is simply a decision that
most people feel is fair. But can we create a just society by simply
observing public opinion? If we are always fair to majorities, we
will often be unfair to minorities. If we do what seems to be fair
at the moment, we may create unfairness in the future. Many
philosophers have proposed concepts of justice that are much
more theoretical than everyday notions of fairness, and some-
times governments are influenced by philisophers. But in gen-
eral, governments are guided by more practical considerations
such as rising crime rates or the lobbing of pressure groups.

Sometimes laws are simply an attempt to implement com-
mon sense. It is obvious to most people that dangerous driving
should be punished; that fathers should provide financial sup-
port for their children if they desert their families; that a person
should be compensated for losses when someone else breaks an
agreement with him or her. But in order to be enforced, com-
mon sense needs to be defined in law, and when definitions are
being written, it becomes clear that common sense is not such a
simple matter. Instead, it is a complex skill based upon long
observation of many different people in different situations.
Laws based upon common sense do not necessarily look much
like common sense when they have been put into words.

In practice, governments are neither institutions solely
interested in retaining power, nor clear-thinking bodies imple-
menting justice and common sense. They combine many pur-
poses and inherit many traditions. The laws that they make and
enforce reflect this confusion.

Unit 1. What Is Law?6



Active Vocabulary

Vocabulary Focus

1. Match the synonyms.

2. Complete the table with the words from the text using
their related forms.

3. Choose the correct item to fill in the gaps.

1. Amended road laws impose new speed limits … drivers.

a) upon b) in c) — d) at

2. They belong … the same chess club.

a) for b) to c) at d) in

Verb Noun Adjective

various

describe

regulation

institute

motive

interaction

argumentative

a) structure
b) accomplishment
c) conduct
d) firm
e) cooperation
f) enforce
g) covenant

||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||

1) consistent
2) impose
3) framework
4) implementation
5) behaviour
6) interaction
7) agreement

natural phenomena (sing. a phenom-
enon) — яв ле ния при ро ды

consistent — по сле до ва тель ный,
не по ко ле би мый

to impose upon — на ла гать на
to enforce against — при ме нять к,

осу ще ств лять
public law — пуб лич ное пра во
civil law — граж дан ское пра во
framework — ос но ва, рам ки
implementation of justice — осу ще -

ств ле ние пра во су дия

public opinion — об ще ст вен ное
мне ние

practical considerations — прак ти -
че с кие со об ра же ния

crime rate — уро вень пре ступ но с ти
common sense — здра вый смысл
to break an agreement with — на ру -

шить со гла ше ние с
to retain power — удер жи вать

власть
to inherit traditions — пе ре ни мать,

на сле до вать тра ди ции

7Part I. Introduction to Law



3. Laws are enforced … all citizens.

a) on b) among c) at d) against

4. Civil laws provide a framework … interaction among citi-
zens.

a) for b) — c) in d) at

5. They may interfere … elections by the use of corrupt means.

a) on b) along c) in d) at

6. A person should be compensated … losses when someone else
breaks an agreement with him or her.

a) by b) for c) at d) of

7. Descriptive laws are based … description or classification
rather than explanation or prescription.

a) in b) at c) of d) upon

4. Give English equivalents for the following word combina-
tions using your active vocabulary.

Яв ле ния при ро ды; пуб лич ное пра во; осу ще ств лять пра во-
су дие; не по ко ле би мый за кон тя го те ния; об ще ст вен ное мне -
ние; пред пи сан ные во ди те лям ог ра ни че ния ско ро сти; ос но -
вы вать ся на прак ти че с ких со об ра же ни ях; обя за тель ные для
всех граж дан за ко ны; по ни зить уро вень пре ступ но с ти; опи -
рать ся на здра вый смысл; на ру шить со гла ше ние с парт не -
ром; удер жи вать власть; пе ре ни мать тра ди ции; обес пе чи вать
пра во вую ос но ву для вза и мо дей ст вия граж дан; граж дан -
ское пра во.

5. Complete each sentence using a word or a phrase from the
text (the first letter of the word is given).

1. Principle is a rule or law concerning a n… p… or the behav-
iour of a system.

2. P… laws give directions, rules, or injunctions, while d… laws
are based upon description or classification rather than
explanation or prescription.

3. Prescriptive laws comprise c… — usual or habitual practices,
typical mode of behaviour.

4. Laws of a country are enforced against all its c… .
5. P… l… is the branch of law that deals with relations between

a state and its individual members.

Unit 1. What Is Law?8



6. Laws provide a f… for interaction among citizens.
7. J… is the principle of fairness that like cases should be treat-

ed alike.
8. One of the factors in determining the actions of government

is p… o… .
9. The Democrats have a slim m… in the House, so they have

more chances to influence adoption of the statute.

6. Read the text and choose the word or word combination
from the box to fill in the gaps. Mind one extra word/word
combination you do not need to use.

Government-made laws are often patterned upon informal
rules of conduct already existing in the society, and relations
between people are regulated by a combination of these rules.
This relationship can be demonstrated using the example of a
sports club.

Suppose a member of a rugby club is so angry with the referee
during a club game that he hits him and breaks his nose. (1) …,
it is probable that people seeing or hearing about the incident
would criticize the player and try to persuade him to apologize
and perhaps compensate the referee in some way. (2) … the play-
er would find he had broken the rules of the club, and perhaps
of a wider institution governing the conduct of all people play-
ing rugby, and would face punishment, such as a fine or a sus-
pension before he would be allowed to play another game. (3) …
the player might also face prosecution for attacking the referee
under laws created by the government of his country. In many
countries there might be two kinds of prosecution. (4) …, the
referee could conduct a civil action against the player, demand-
ing compensation for his injury and getting his claim enforced
by a court of law if the player failed to agree privately. (5) …, the
police might also start an action against the player for a crime
of violence. If found guilty, the player might be sent to prison,
or he might be made to pay a fine to the court — that is, pun-
ishment for an offence against the state, since governments
often consider anti-social behaviour not simply as a matter
between two individuals but as a danger to the well-being and
order of society as a whole.

second, at the most informal level, however, first,
at a more formal level, finally
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Unit 1. What Is Law?10

7. Answer the following questions.

1. How are descriptive laws distinguished from prescriptive
ones? Can you give examples of both types?

2. What kind of laws regulate interaction between people?
3. Why do governments make and enforce laws?
4. How can one tell public laws from civil laws?
5. Which issues influence governments in the implementation

of justice?
6. Why do some laws appear to contradict common sense?
7. What examples of common sense issues put into action by

laws are given in the text? Can you add more?
8. How is the nature of governments described in the text?

Grammar Focus

VERBS FOLLOWED BY AN INFINITIVE

Some frequently used verbs are followed by the infinitive
rather than the gerund. Which ones do you know? Study the
information in the box below to check your answers.

Study the following phrase from the text: … common sense
needs to be defined in law. The verb need here is an example of
a verb followed by an infinitive. The same structure is also
found after the following verbs: afford, appear, arrange,
bother, choose, claim, decide, demand, expect, fail, hope, man-
age, mean, need, offer, plan, pretend, refuse, seem, tend, ven-
ture, want.

The simple infinitive often expresses an idea that, in rela-
tion to the verb phrase, is in the future. However, its perfect
forms always denote an action prior to that of the finite verb.
The main infinitive forms are shown in the table below:

Aspect
Voice

Active Passive

Non-perfect
Simple: to break
Continuous: to be breaking

to be broken

Perfect
Simple: to have broken
Continuous: to have been

breaking

to have been broken



8. Use the verbs from the table to do the following:
a) You are planning to set up a partnership. Tell your partner

what your ideas are.
b) Imagine that you are the CEO (chief executive officer) of

a large international corporation. Write five sentences for
your letter to shareholders concerning the strategy of the
company.

9. Rewrite the following sentences using the verbs in brack-
ets and the appropriate form of the infinitive.

1. The factory has closed down. (appear)
2. Crime rate will decline. (expect)
3. They have solved the problem. (claim)
4. In most cases philosophers could not influence laws. (fail)
5. The government has imposed new penalties upon the infrin -

gers. (offer)

10. Translate these sentences into English using your active
vocabulary.

1. Тру до вая дис цип ли на на ла га ет на на чаль ни ков обя зан -
ность по да вать при мер вы пол не ния слу жеб но го дол га,
чет ко от да вать при ка за ния и рас по ря же ния под чи нен -
ным.

2. По треб ность в при ме не нии норм пра ва для ре а ли за ции
со дер жа щих ся в них пред пи са ний воз ни ка ет, ког да на -
ли цо факт пра во на ру ше ния и не об хо ди мо ус т ра нить его
по след ст вия или при ме нить санк цию.

3. Пуб лич ное пра во — это со во куп ность от рас лей пра ва, ко-
то рые ре гу ли ру ют от но ше ния, обес пе чи ва ю щие об щий,
пуб лич ный ин те рес.

4 В пра во вой си с те ме граж дан ское пра во вы сту па ет как
ба зо вая от расль, пред наз на чен ная для ре гу ли ро ва ния
ча ст ных, преж де все го иму ще ст вен ных от но ше ний.

5. В фор ми ро ва нии об ще ст вен но го мне ния боль шую роль
иг ра ют сред ст ва мас со вой ин фор ма ции.

6. За кон не тре бу ет обя за тель но го за клю че ния со гла ше ния,
од на ко из прак ти че с ких со об ра же ний ре ко мен ду ет ся за -
клю чать его, пред по чти тель но в пись мен ной фор ме.

Example: Labour Party is losing popularity. (seem) �
Labour Party seems to be losing popularity.

11Part I. Introduction to Law



7. Уро вень пре ступ но с ти, как пра ви ло, до ста точ но точ но
от ра жа ет бла го по лу чие со ци аль ной си ту а ции.

8. Под здра вым смыс лом ино гда по ни ма ют спо соб ность
при ни мать пра виль ные ре ше ния и де лать пра виль ные
пред по ло же ния, ос но вы ва ясь на ло ги че с ком мы ш ле нии
и на коп лен ном опы те.

9. Уча ст ник име ет пра во на ру шить со гла ше ние и за брать
вне сен ную сум му толь ко в том слу чае, ес ли это не по вле -
чет за со бой ма те ри аль ных по терь для ор га ни за то ров.

Additional Reading

TEXT 1

Read the text and choose the correct answer.

Laws are now written but were there laws in societies that
have not left a written record? The interference must be that
there were not customs, handed down throughout the genera-
tions, which governed human behaviour. There is plenty of evi-
dence of ordered behaviour in the Neolitic or late Stone Age.
We can take two examples from the UK. The area around
Stonehenge in Wiltshire is full of evidence of sustained human
activity over an extended period, starting in the Neolitic era
and continuing through the Bronze Age. As far north as Skara
Brae in the Orkneys stone houses were built at a time when
most buildings in Britain were wooden. These could not have
been built and maintained without settled rules as to how peo-
ple conducted themselves. Contracts can be, and frequently are,
oral. There is no magic about the written word although the
absence of writing clearly gives rise to the possibility of differ-
ences of recollection and is far from ideal. Perhaps in the days
before writing, important arrangements such as contracts
would have been entered into with witness present. We simply
do not know.

Did the written record develop because it was needed for
commerce and law, or did it develop for other reasons and was
then found convenient for commercial transactions? Again, we
do not know for certain but if we look at the written record as
it developed, it can be seen that commerce and law were at the
forefront. To take a European example, the Mycenaean civilisa-
tion in and around Mycenae in southern Greece flourished in
the later Bronze Age, about 1600 to1200 BC, some hundreds of
years before classical Greece. A written language associated with

Unit 1. What Is Law?12



the Mycenaeans and known to archaeologists as “Linear B” was
deciphered in the 1950s by an architect called Michael Ventris.
This record turned out to be archives and inventories with
nothing of any literary merit. In other words, they were largely
commercial in nature. Linear A, an even earlier script, has yet to
be deciphered.

Cuneiform tablets dated to at least 2500 BC have been dis-
covered in Mesopotamia but simpler written records of one sort
or another go back to about 5000 BC. Some tablets contain
inventories. Others show a record of loans, which are essential-
ly a legal matter. It is more than possible that the wish to record
commercial transactions of varying sorts more permanently was
the principal force in inventing ways of creating that perma-
nence. The evidence would seem to support the theory that
writing was needed by societies primarily to regulate their
activities and that literature came along later. Societies that
traded with others found that dependence on the purely verbal
was unreliable.

1. Scientists have facts proving … in societies without written
language.
a) that there were laws
b) the absence of laws
c) laws to be impossible

2. The stone houses built in the Neolitic era and the Bronze
Age … settled rules.
a) could have been built without
b) were definetely built in accordance with
c) cannot be the proof of

3. Contracts that are not written are …
a) illegal.
b) invalid.
c) common.

4. If there is no written document people involved …
a) may be confused.
b) will be able to recall the details.
c) will need a witness.

5. The history of written language demonstrates that com-
merce and law …
a) have always been in conflict with each other.

13Part I. Introduction to Law



b) have been in permanent interaction.
c) could be seen as reasons for the written record development.

6. A written language “Linear A” …

a) was used for documentation.
b) is of great value as a literary monument.
c) has not been decoded yet.

7. Some tablets found in Mesopotamia …

a) are dated to the later Bronze Age.
b) prove that written language was mainly used for legal

matters.
c) were used as the only means of conducting business.

8. The general idea of the text is that …

a) literature preceded business records.
b) the Ancients used writing to make their transactions

more profitable.
c) legal matters were the driving force behind writing deve l -

opment.

TEXT 2

The paragraphs of the text below are jumbled up. Put them
in the correct order.

A. To understand legal reasoning, it should be recognized
that legal reasoning is done case by case and employs a rudi-
mentary three-step process.

Step 1. The current case is compared with at least one previ-
ous similar case.

Step 2. The previous case or cases are analysed for the rules
found in them, and those rules are restated and perhaps adapt-
ed a bit to meet new conditions.

Step 3. The rules, as previously stated in earlier cases as
revised, are then applied to the current case.

B. This leaves the final basic element of legal reasoning —
statutory interpretation. Before judges decide how to apply a
statute, they must first decide what a statute means. Like case
reasoning, statutory interpretation is simple to describe but can
become complex in a real case. At its core, statutory interpreta-
tion addresses the question: What does this law mean?

C. However, case reasoning is not all that is involved in legal
reasoning. What happens when a judge has to decide a case

Unit 1. What Is Law?14



involving a topic the courts have never ruled on before, or must
apply a statute that courts have never applied before? This kind
of case is called a case of first impression. Judges are not permit-
ted simply to make up new law on a whim. They have to devel-
op a rational basis for their decisions. In making new law, the
judges look at and analyse related areas of law, social customs,
traditions, and social policies, then arrive at a conclusion.

D. Legal reasoning is an unusual kind of reasoning — so
unusual that nearly four centuries ago, England’s Chief Justice
Edward Coke had a heated dispute with King James I on
whether the king himself could make court judgement. James I
asserted that law was based on reason, and that he could reason
as well as a judge. At the risk of his neck, Coke argued that
although the king was a very smart fellow, he didn’t know the
laws of England and, moreover, the king had only the ability to
apply “natural” reason. Coke contended that legal cases “are not
to be decided by natural Reason but by the artificial Reason and
Judgement of Law.” In the end, Coke kept his neck and head,
and the notion of “artificial” reasoning lives on with us in legal
reasoning today.

E. This rudimentary three-step process is at the core of what
is called case reasoning. Тhe underlying simplicity of case rea-
soning can cause difficulty. Given the vast body of existing case
law, each side of a dispute usually can find cases that are similar
to the dispute at hand and whose outcomes are favourable to its
own side.

Read the text about legal reasoning once again. Are the fol-
lowing sentences true or false?

1. King James I was sure that he could make court judgement
as he knew the legal system very well.

2. James I managed to convince Edward Coke.
3. Edward Coke introduced the notion of “artificial” reasoning,

although he was executed.
4. Case reasoning involves three stages.
5. The rules found in previous cases are never adapted to meet

new conditions.
6. If a judge has to decide a case involving a topic the courts

have never ruled on before he usually makes new law.
7. Case reasoning is easy to apply.
8. The essence of statutory interpretation is to understand

what this law means.

15Part I. Introduction to Law



Unit 1. What Is Law?16

Speaking

1. Many philosophers have proposed concepts of justice, and
sometimes governments are influenced by them, for instan -
ce, the French revolutionaries who tried to implement
Montesquieu’s doctrine of the Separation of Powers. Can
you come up with other examples to illustrate this point?

2. The public has a general perception of lawyers as being
aloof and very expensive. Shakespeare had some harsh
words for lawyers. His character Dick the Butcher in
King Henry VI (Part 2) says, “The first thing we do, let’s
kill all the lawyers.” In Bleak House, Charles Dickens
highlighted the law’s interminable delays in the case of
Jarndyce v. Jarndice and a German proverb says, “Doctors
purge the body, preachers the conscience and lawyers the
purse.”
How can the following quotations be commented on?
What is the attitude to lawyers in your culture?

• Lawyers are operators of the toll bridge across which anyone
in search of justice has to pass. (Jane Bryant Quinn, journal-
ist)

• Make crime pay. Become a lawyer. (Will Rogers, satirist)
• The minute you read something that you can’t understand,

you can almost be sure that it was drawn up by a lawyer.
(Will Rogers, satirist)

• I am not afraid of lawyers as I used to be. They are lambs in
wolves’ clothing. (Edna St. Vincent Millay, poet and play-
wright)

• A lawyer with a briefcase can steal more than a thousand
men with guns. (Mario Puzo, writer)
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